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Our story so far...
The seed for All Turf was first sown in 2003, when
a single grade of turf was grown on a small 6-acre
field on our family farm.
We soon recognised we were just a small
tadpole in a very big pond of much larger
fish. We were never going to survive if we
continued along this path. When given the
chance to become North West distributors
for a large and innovative turf company,
we relished the opportunity and we are
grateful to have received superb training and
consistently high premium products to help
us along our way.
In the early days, we did things very differently.
From owning our own 6-wheeler HGV which
came with its challenges – breakdowns were
always painful! Double handling the turf and
running around with empty return loads was
not a good environmentally friendly option,
nor was it a good sustainable option for
growth in the longer term.
This method of delivery sometimes impacted
on our customers if their delivery was late,
we understood the frustrations and costs
involved and this spurred us on to look for
new and improved delivery options. However,

all these lessons served a purpose – helping
to shape the streamlined, fast and costefficient methods we use today.
We don’t rest on our laurels if something isn’t
working, we change it.
Our core values have always been strong,
as we continue to grow, we are constantly
looking for ways to improve. We search for
new products and strive to find solutions for
challenging areas. We continually look for
new ways where we can add value to our
customers, we visit sites and we give advice.
Put simply our aim is to offer all our
customers a professional, knowledgeable and
enjoyable experience from start to finish.
Our customers have always been at the heart
of everything we do, and we genuinely love
the industry we work in. This passion shines
through in every project we undertake, helping
us to deliver outstanding results for a wide
range of clients.
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LT7

Festival

There is a reason why our customers love Festival. It’s used by
designers for award-winning gardens, landscapers who take
pride in laying a beautiful lawn for their customers, and by
house builders for show homes.
This turf has an outstanding appearance, a rich green colour and
is strong and easy to lay. Its hardwearing properties and dense
appearance will make an instant impact and will enhance any
landscaped garden.
Importantly, this turf is easy to maintain and, with the right
aftercare, will continue to flourish many years to come.
Festival can be used in many landscaping situations where a good
value quality grass is required.
Can be supplied in small 1m2 (610mm x 1640mm) or big rolls
(0.73m or 1.05m x 28m).

Sown mixture: 25% Venice/Melbourne Perennial Ryegrass, 20% Yvette Smooth
Stalked Meadow Grass, 35% Corsaire Slender Creeping Red Fescue, 20% Nikki
Chewings Fescue

LT4

Smooth Stalk Ornamental

Aiming for an ornamental lawn? This may be the one.
LT4 has a fine appearance from the high fescue content and quick
regrowth from the rhizomes of smooth stalk which will certainly
help when maintaining a fine grass.
This is the time to consider if the ground is suitable for a fine lawn.
The soil must be free draining and sandy. To keep this lawn in tip
top condition it will require a good knowledge of lawn maintenance
and require regular treatments. If these requirements sound
unsuitable would LT7 Festival be a better choice?
Can be supplied in small 1m2 (610mm x 1640mm) or big rolls
(0.73m or 1.05m x 28m).

Sown mixture: 30% Sombrero Smooth Stalked Meadow Grass, 35% Valdora
Slender Creeping Red Fescue, 20% Musica Chewings Fescue, 15% Rosinante Strong
Creeping Red Fescue

LT8

Festival Plus

Festival plus is an exciting new product.
This grade is a show-stopper and can be used as a premium
alternative to LT7 Festival. It is extremely hardwearing and quick
to repair and with the right maintenance it will tolerate being
mown a little shorter, giving a uniformed finish to domestic lawns
and parks.
Unlike traditional hardwearing grasses it has a finer appearance.
With a rich emerald green colour and dense sward, it’s an
excellent choice if high wear is a challenge, such as walkways and
high foot traffic areas in gardens and landscapes situations.
During trials this turf has proven to be very drought tolerant and
through the very warm summer we experienced in 2018 from
start to finish it looked and performed immaculately retaining its
green colour into the winter months.

LT6

Sports Turf

LT6 has a high rye content which makes it a good choice in
landscaping situations such as high wear areas in gardens and
children’s play areas.
LT6 has also proven to work in some shade situations. We use LT6
in conjunction with our molasses-based organic fertiliser, which
aids with retention of moisture and nutrients.
This combination has successfully helped many landscapers
when trying to combat and alleviate shade challenges. When
managing shade, it is also key to keep the grass longer, keep
well-watered and spiking the area to increase air movement
can also help.
Can be supplied in small 1m2 (610mm x 1640mm) or big rolls
(0.73m or 1.05m x 28m).

Can be supplied in small 1m2 (610mm x 1640mm) or big rolls
(0.73m or 1.05m x 28m).
Sown mixture: Creeping Ryegrass, Smooth Stalked Meadow Grass, Fescue

LT2

Low Maintenance Fine Turf

Sown mixture: 30% Columbine Perennial Ryegrass, 30% Melbourne Perennial Ryegrass,
25% Julius Smooth Stalked Meadow Grass, 15% Carousel Slender Creeping Red Fescue

WOW Grass

This low maintenance turf has found a niche in the market

Going for gold, choose WOW grass for your show garden.

There are numerous applications for LT2: exposed drought-prone
areas, difficult banks, highway verges, salty or coastal areas and
green roofs.

WOW Grass is the turf we recommend for any turf aspect of
a show garden – this includes the surrounds as it will frame
your garden beautifully.

Left to grow long, LT2 Low Maintenance Fine Turf produces has
a very attractive seed head, creating a perfect wispy grass which
complements a wildflower meadow beautifully.

There are endless ways WOW Grass can be used. This
product is a designer’s dream.

Benefits of this slow-growing, versatile turf include a reduced
cutting frequency by a least half, with a reduction in the number
of clippings to be removed. This turf performs well in low fertility
areas as it requires very little nutrient input, a further bonus, when
considering the ongoing costs of managing a living a product.
LT2 is very draught and salt tolerant. Low fertiliser inputs are
required due to excellent disease resistance to red thread, fusarium
and dollar spot. It can be treated extensively with only one or two cuts
per year or intensively as a low input fine grass with a greatly reduced
mowing regime.

Not only can WOW Grass be harvested in longer rolls to
create a seamless look, but also the felt matting in which it is
grown retains water, giving you more time to concentrate on
other important areas of your garden.
WOW Grass is used throughout RHS flower shows
and is the RHS turf product of choice.
Can be supplied in small 1m2 (610mm x 1640mm) or
big rolls (0.73m or 1.05m x 28m).

Can be supplied in small 1m2 (610mm x 1640mm) or big rolls
(0.73m or 1.05m x 28m).
Sown mixture: 30% Barkoel Crested Hairgrass, 25% Hardtop Fescue, 25% Barpearl
Slender Creeping Red Fescue, 20% Bargreen Chewing Fescue
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Wildflower Turf
This 100% wildflower mat has been designed to create a beautiful
natural wildflower meadow over a prolonged flowering period.
With a combination of wildflowers and perennials this mix has been
planted at the correct density for optimum establishment to achieve
a prolonged flowering period, ideal for biodiversity and visual impact.
This also acts as an important nectar source for bees, butterflies and
other insects.
Flowering height is 40–80cm. There are 20 plus carefully selected
wildflower species sown in our Wildflower Turf, all have been chosen
so that different plants flower at different times providing a dynamic
and ever-changing display.
The soil type that the meadow is established in will determine
the type of flowers which grow best in the environment and the
mixture will also adapt according to rainfall and temperature during
different seasons.

Flora Native Wildflower Seed
Designed to embrace environmental landscape
architect specifications.
Introducing a diverse range of native UK provenance wildflower
mixtures to create, restore and enhance distinct habitats.
All wild flora is native or of naturalised origin ensuring quality,
reliability and performance.
Available in mixtures of 100% wildflower or wildflowers with
grasses. Features flowering species found in the RHS “perfect
for pollinators” list.
A range of specialist grasses complete the collection, and as
with our Flora Native Wildflowers product, bespoke habitat
mixtures may be periodically necessary – these are also
available on request.

Wildflower Turf Seed

Euroflor Urban Meadows

The same carefully designed seed mix used in our
Wildflower Turf can also be supplied as a seed.

Beautiful, colourful displays of vibrant flowering meadows,
providing cover and food for birds, insects and many species
of mammals. Giving back to nature what has previously been
taken away.

Success establishing wildflowers from seed can be tricky
and time-consuming, you are unlikely to achieve the same
stunning results as our instant Wildflower Turf – but overtime
with patience and continued work it is possible to create a
wildflower meadow from seed.
Wildflower Turf Seed can also be added to your existing
wildflower meadow.

With over 30 stunning mixtures all germination tested, you can
choose your ideal Euroflor mix for your landscape space.
Consisting of annuals, bi-annual and perennials and containing both
garden flowers and wild flower species in varying proportions, the
originality resides in their effect for colour balance, species diversity
and natural aspect.
Euroflor brings economic benefits through minimising operating costs,
such as reduced water consumption, plus environmental benefits - by
conserving biodiversity and introducing more ecological practices.
With equal importance, it brings cultural benefits through added value
to landscapes and natural places, and can also play an educational
role in environmental awareness.

LT2 Low maintenance grass seeds can also be supplied as a complimentary
grass for the wildflowers.

For more information on all mixtures, technical guides, site selection and sowing for
optimal success and troubleshooting visit our website.

SedumPlus
A beautiful sedum matting sustainably grown in the UK,
with 16 stunning varieties.
This exceptional blend of sedum plants provides interest and
colour throughout the extended flowering period. The colours
range from greens to vibrant reds, oranges, purples and
browns, with a unique mix of different plants offering many
leaf types and flowers to not only produce a blend of beautiful
textures but also provide enhanced biodiversity.
This low maintenance, drought tolerant mat initially grown for
green roofs is also versatile enough to look stunning on any
area that requires low growing plant and minimal maintenance.

SedumPlus is grown in a strong felt mat made from recycled British
textiles, it is lightweight and easy to install and available in roll sizes to
suit site requirement.
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Vegetation Layers
Wildflower Mat for Green Roofs

Grass Mat for Green Roofs

Our 100% Wildflower Mat is a mix of native wildflower and flowering
perennials growing in a moisture retentive biodegradable felt mat to
provide the appearance of a true wildflower meadow on a roof.

Low Maintenance Grass Mat is ideal for extensive green roofs requiring
a grass finish and low maintenance. The mat comprises of an
established mixture of slow growing and drought tolerant grasses with
low maintenance requirements, growing in a felt mat.

The mixture is ideal to complement the local habitat or to replace the
habitat lost by the footprint of the building.
The mixture consists of 20 species of drought tolerant native
wildflowers including cowslip, lady’s bedstraw, meadow buttercup,
red campion, self heal, yarrow and yellow rattle mixed with
flowering perennials.
Flowering is over a prolonged period (March until October) creating
visual interest and offering an excellent habitat for insects,
butterflies and birds. The plants need a full cut in late autumn,
removing all the cuttings.

SedumPlus for Green Roofs
Just one of three choices for lightweight extensive green roofs, helping
to aid climate change, reduce urban flooding and improve air quality.
A beautiful sedum mat sustainably grown in the UK with 16 stunning
varieties, all of which offer an attractive range of colours from greens
to vibrant reds, oranges, purples and browns, to provide colour and
interest at the same time as enhancing biodiversity.
Grown in a recycled mat and made from recycled British textiles,
SedumPlus mats are supplied as a pre-grown instant vegetation layer,
lightweight and easy to install and available in roll sizes to suit the
site requirements.
Low maintenance and drought tolerance mean this matting
requires a very shallow layer of substrate on which to flourish
in any rooftop position.

If mown the result is an attractive fine turf and there are fewer
clippings to remove. Being drought tolerant, disease resistant and
preferring low fertility, low maintenance grass mat requires minimal
water, fungicide and fertiliser inputs.
If left unmown, the turf will flower in late May to early June producing
decorative seed heads. It will reach a height of about 200mm by
autumn when it should be cut and the clippings removed.

Our Complete Solution
Vegetation Layer

Drainage Layer

Supplied ready-to-roll-out as an instant vegetation layer, with
the plants established and growing in a strong felt made from
recycled textiles. The Wildflower Mat and SedumPlus Mat are
lightweight, easy to install and low maintenance, available in two
roll sizes to suit requirements and suitable for use with lightweight
green roof substrates.

Our drainage layer product, Roofdrain, is ideal for extensive green roofs
as it provides a lightweight drainage layer with a water reservoir to
sustain plant growth.

Green Roof Substrate
Green Roof Substrate is a blend of lightweight manufactured topsoil
and lightweight aggregate.
The topsoil is manufactured from reclaimed sand and PAS 100
green waste compost and is certified to BS3882:2015 standards. The
specially matured and graded recycled green waste compost provides
optimal stability and minimal leaching for organic matter and nutrients.
The topsoil is blended with carefully selected and graded lightweight
expanded clay aggregate, sourced from the UK.
Green Roof Substrate provides good aeration and water holding
properties and controlled fertility levels. It is simple to work with,
lightweight, and offers guaranteed consistency throughout the green
roof installation.
Available in 1m3 tote bags, 20-litre heat-sealed sacks, or in bulk,
Green Roof Substrate provides high quality green roof growing
medium with green provenance; it’s also peat free and derived from
100% UK-sourced materials.

Roofdrain attenuates rainfall making it an important element of the
SuDS system. Roofdrain consists of a perforated cuspated recycled
HDPE (high density polyethylene) core with selected geotextiles
thermally bonded on each side. The core acts as a water reservoir
holding 4.5–5.5 litres per square metre for plants to access in dry
periods. The core is perforated to allow excess rainwater to flow into
the underside and away to drainage outlets.
The upper geotextile also has a ‘zero’ breakthrough head to prevent
over-saturation of the substrate. The lower geotextile has two key
functions; it offers additional protection to the waterproof membrane
and acts as an extra moisture retentive layer, holding an additional
1.0 litres per square metre. This further enhances the water holding
capacity of the system and slows the rate of run-off.
The Roofdrain is manufactured in the UK from up to 95% recycled
material making it a sound environmental choice.

Edging Detail
Green Roof Edge can be used to retain or separate the green roof
materials. Manufactured in the UK from high percentage recycled
content aluminium, supplied pre-punched and profiled in 2.4m lengths
in a choice of heights for quick installation. The edging profiles can be
colour-coated in RAL colours.
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Delivery
Delivery FAQs

Some things you need
to know

How soon can you deliver my turf?
Our general rule of thumb is 48 hours
from order to delivery.

Our turf is delivered on wooden pallets
and can weigh up to a tonne. You can keep
the pallets or you can drop them back
off with us and we will happily dispose of
them for you – whatever is easiest for you.

Need the full day to lay?
We can request a pre-10am delivery slot
for you so you can make the most of
your day.
Need a forklift offload?
We have access to a variety of different
hauliers that carry a forklift on board.
These are subject to availability so the
more notice you can give us, the better.
Not going to be on site for delivery?
We can talk to our drivers and ask them
to leave the turf wherever you need it, as
long as this is on private property.
Want to check your ETA?
Just give us a call and we can track
your order for you and let you know it’s
on its way.
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If you are using our pallet courier service
then the delivery will be manually
offloaded using a pallet truck and this
has to be onto a flat and level concrete
surface. As the pallets are heavy they
cannot be delivered onto grass, gravel or
soil – this type of delivery needs a fork
lift offload.
We will ask you about any access issues
getting to your delivery location when
you place your order. It is really important
that you let us know about any potential
problems so that we can do our best to
plan ahead and prevent any hold ups on
the day for you.

We take all the stress and guess work out
of the delivery by making sure we use the
right haulier for your job. We only work
with reliable and trustworthy delivery
companies that we know work as hard as
we do to get your order delivered safely
and on time.
We welcome any feedback you have
on our delivery service so that we can
continue to improve in any way that we
can, so please get in touch and let us
know how we did.

All Turf’s
values
Performance

Our aim is to do what we do well and
be the best at what we do.

Passion

We are passionate about the things
we do, and how we do them.

Quality

We never compromise on quality.

Accountability

We don’t just do things right, we do
the right thing.

Grow & Learn

We look for new ways to grow
our products, our people and
our business.

Team

Everyone is important, everyone
matters and everyone adds value.
We’re all in this together.

Get in touch
allturf.co.uk
team@allturf.co.uk
01565 723 128
Heath Farm
Heath Lane
Allostock
near Knutsford
WA16 9JE

